
Equipment for  
campsites & marinas
Wide range of hygienic, robust sanitaryware
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Scope of application – 
showering
from page 8

Camping fans love the feeling of freedom 
and closeness to nature that sleeping out in 
nature brings. When it comes to choosing 
the perfect campsite for a relaxing getaway, 
both the location and the facilities available 
are important factors. Guests need to have 
access to plenty of clean sanitary facilities 
and hygienic cleaning areas. Campers don’t 
want to sacrifice comfort completely, and 
the operators of the sanitary facilities also 
need to consider the economic aspects of 
water and energy consumption, as well as 
how easy the facilities are to maintain and 
clean. 

Scope of application – 
cleaning
from page 14
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Franke Water Systems provides intelligent equipment for sani-
tary facilities in (semi-)public and commercial facilities. This 
includes sanitary facilities for campsites, camper van sites and 
marinas. Safe, cost-effective operation of sanitary facilities 
is top priority for operators. From washrooms, shower rooms 
and toilet facilities to cleaning and hygiene areas, we offer a 
comprehensive range of versatile product solutions. Choose 
from our wide range of taps and systems, as well as sanitary 
room equipment made from mineral cast or stainless steel.

With versatile product 
solutions from Franke.

Getting ready for the 
camping season

Our technology and material expertise

 Patented ceramic self-closing cartridge
 Surface finish for stainless steel
 Patented sliding adhesive flange for in-wall installation
 Suitable for integration in the AQUA 3000 open water 
  management system



Completely touch-free hand 
washing places for optimum 

hand hygiene
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You can choose from a range of 
sink shapes, taps and accesso-
ries lines. No matter what you 
prefer – rounded or prominent 
washbasin and accessories 
shapes, hydraulic or electronic 
taps, robust stainless steel or 
solid mineral granite – our prod-
uct range has the right solution 
for any situation. 
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Sanitary facilities at a campsite 
are frequented by many different 
guests every day. The resulting 
anonymity of the users poses a 
range of difficult questions for the 
operator – what can be done to 
prevent water wastage, insufficient 
hygiene, or vandalism? Easy-to-use 
taps, which guarantee the highest 
standards of hygiene without com-
promising on comfort or design, are 
one way to combat these issues. 
Family-friendly and barrier-free 
facilities enhance the convenience 
of the range. 

For instance, automatic taps help 
to save water and energy. At the 
same time, this operating principle 
guarantees the best-possible hy-
giene, since the tap is not touched 
at all or only before use. As well 
as electronic taps, our single-lever 

mixers and self-closing gate valves 
with water hygiene flushing options 
also guarantee a perfect drinking 
water supply from the taps.

Tailor-made hand wash basin con-
cepts that make optimal use of the 
available space, whether wall-mount-
ed or in recesses, enable operators 
to choose attractive designs. The 
combination of brilliance plus premi-
um materials such as stainless steel 
and mineral granite lend sanitary 
facilities a distinctive flair and a high 
level of professionalism. Easy-care 
surfaces, beautiful taps and acces-
sories simultaneously contribute to 
a hygienic environment that can also 
handle a rush of visitors, sometimes 
multiple times every day during peak 
season.

Solid washroom concepts 
for long-lasting hygiene.
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Users and operators can rely 
on economical and yet conveni-
ent product solutions for shower 
facilities without high water or 
energy consumption. The latest tap 
technology provides hygienic fit-
tings in communal shower facilities. 
Thanks to its functional principle, a 
self-closing shower fitting uses one 
third less water than conventional 
versions. At a rate of 50 uses per 
day, each shower uses around 
3300 litres of water per year. Re-
ducing consumption of water and 
energy helps to reduce operating 
costs, improving cost-efficiency.

At the same time, there is an 
increasing focus on ease of use as 
well as on safety for shower users 
and aspects of hygiene. Important 
functions such as protection from 

scalding and water hygiene flush-
ing options must be considered in 
the early stages when planning a 
building. Uncompromising reliability 
and safety are key criteria when it 
comes to hygienic, clean water.

Appropriate control features are 
provided by the AQUA 3000 open 
intelligent water management 
system, which monitors and controls 
important water flow functions. For 
all connected fittings, it enables 
water hygiene flushing operations, 
thermal disinfections, operation 
mode switching, deactivation of 
cleaning, and system fault messag-
es, such as leakage detection and 
statistical functions. We would be 
happy to provide you with support 
with specific planning and project 
consultation.

Get that holiday feeling –  
even in the shower
with low water and energy consumption.
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The flexibility offered by our 
F5 shower panels, made of 

stainless steel or MIRANIT, is 
a significant advantage – the 
water connections and wall-

mounted installations can be 
covered flawlessly by the panels 

or by adding variable housing 
extensions from our accesso-

ries range.
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cost effective and environmentally friendly.
AQUAPAY – Paid supply of water

High water consumption and continu-
ously increasing operating costs are 
typical indicators of frequently used 
shower facilities. Campsite operators 
therefore benefit from the use of a paid 
supply of water. In particular, this sys-
tem makes operating shower facilities 
more economical, saves valuable water 
and energy resources and makes cost 
accounting easier.

When combined with the intelligent 
control technology of our network-capa-
ble F5 shower fittings, this guarantees 
individual, consumption billing. Reducing 
operating costs does not come for any 
price – it goes hand-in-hand with con-
venience and hygiene for users, thanks 
to state-of-the-art electronic taps.

The AQUAPAY system offers the op-
tion to fit each individual shower with 
a separate AQUAPAY coin-operated 
controller or to fit up to 31 showers that 
use a single coin-operated controller. 
The coin-operated controllers are easy 
to use and stand out thanks to their 
logical user guidance. If multiple show-
ers are connected, the shower area 
can be selected easily at the touch of a 
button. Alternatively, the coin-operated 
controller can also be retrofitted to use 
tokens, transponders or chip cards. The 
shower user only pays for the length of 
time for which they use the water. They 
can interrupt the water flow at the tap 
as many times as they like until they 
have reached the total usage duration 
for which they have paid. Any remain-
ing credit is deleted after five minutes 

of inactivity. Integration into the AQUA 
3000 open water management system 
is always possible. The result? Optimum 
comfort in campsite management!

ECC2 function controller
System cable
AQUAPAY coin-operated 
controller
Sensor extension cable
Electronic module with  
T-junction

F5 shower fitting (suitable for 
integration in the AQUA 3000 
open water management system)

Terminating resistor
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System representation of AQUAPAY for an individual shower area

Dry area
Area protected from 

water spray Shower area
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System representation of AQUAPAY in a row shower system

Dry area
Area protected from 

water spray Shower area

Controls up to 31 showers
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The AQUAPAY 
coin-operated 
controller can be 
combined with all 
electronic F5 
shower taps for 
wall-mounted and 
in-wall installation, 
as well as the F5 
shower panels 
made of stainless 
steel and 
MIRANIT.
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Uncompromising reliability and 
hygiene are essential when it 
comes to clean toilet facilities 
that will be frequented by large 
numbers of people. 
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Light, welcoming sanitary facili-
ties that are durable and easy to 
clean are a great help to campsite 
operators who want to minimise 
their servicing and maintenance 
costs. Our range of WCs, urinals 
and flush controls is designed to 
meet these needs. Stainless steel 
fittings offer long-lasting durability, 
coupled with a number of hygienic 
advantages. We recommend 
wall-mounted WC pans or urinals 
made of sturdy stainless steel with 
optimum flushing, such as WCs cer-
tified in accordance with EN 997. 
Combined with the outstandingly 
reliable flushing valves, such as 
flushing valves or state-of-the-art 
flushing systems with automatically 
controlled electronic valves, both 
users and operators can be safe in 
the knowledge that these sanitary 

facilities will stay cleaner for longer. 

Barrier-free fittings are also a neces-
sary part of all sanitary facilities. 
The folding rails and grab rails in the 
CONTINA series are designed with 
the Fine Grip surface finish and an 
ergonomic diameter of approx. 32 
millimetres, which provides a secure 
hold and aids mobility. Alongside the 
versatile range of rails, the series 
also includes folding shower seats, 
shower head holders, soap dishes 
and adjustable mirrors. The example 
below shows the CONTINA prod-
ucts a single washbasin and EXOS. 
accessories, which are ideal for 
barrier-free use. System series fitted 
by Franke.

Toilet facilities made of 
stainless steel
durable and hygienic. 
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Impressive cleaning facilities
for a range of situations.

Cleanliness and impeccable 
hygiene are standard requirements 
for any wet rooms or cleaning areas 
at campsites and marinas. You can 
rest assured that your facilities are 
in good hands thanks to our range 
of functional, user-friendly, easy-
to-clean, stainless steel fittings. 
The use of corrosion-resistant 304 
chrome-nickel steel has become 
the standard for cleaning facili-
ties  – and for a good reason. This 
material is robust and easy to 
care for providing a cost-effective 
solution. Its advantageous clean-
ing characteristics reduce required 
maintenance to a minimum.

The high-quality MAXIMA com-
mercial catering product range is 
noteworthy for its wide selection, 

generous-sized sinks and variable 
storage surfaces. 

Our wash troughs are welded 
hygienically and seamlessly using 
an innovative robotic laser welding 
process, which means dirt and bac-
teria have no chance to adhere to 
the surface. This welding process 
is particularly beneficial because 
it produces especially thin, even 
welding seams, setting new stand-
ards for meeting hygiene require-
ments in demanding conditions.

All stainless steel products can be 
combined with taps from our range, 
ensuring that cleaning areas can be 
designed and fitted individually to 
meet customer requirements. 
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Outstanding hand hygiene
wherever it is needed on-site.

Keeping our hands clean and hygienic 
has become part of many people's 
everyday routine. Thanks to our wide 
range of touch-free taps and dispenser 
systems, site operators can find the 
right high-quality solution when it comes 
to the use of publicly accessible areas.

The new disinfectant dispensers are 
suitable for wall mounting. Alternatively, 
they can be supplied in electronic ver-
sions designed to be combined with 
a high-quality mobile mounting stand, 
enabling them to be positioned freely 
within a space. Flexible, practical and 
hygienic – perfect for reception areas, 
entrances, exits, restaurants, sports 
venues and sanitary facilities.

Quench the thirst of your 
visitors

The free-standing or wall-mounted 
drinking fountains, made of stainless 
steel, are the perfect addition to ensure 
outstanding customer satisfaction. 
Combined with push-button drinking 
nozzles, they can quench the thirst of 
any visitor, from sports aficionados to 
sandcastle-building beachgoers and 
everyone in between. 

The premium 
free-standing 
mounting stand 
can be combined 
and used in a 
number of ways 
with electronic 
disinfectant 
dispensers from 
the RODAN, 
STRATOS and 
EXOS. ranges.

In many public 
places with high 
numbers of 
visitors, a supply 
of fresh drinking 
water from one 
of our ANIMA 
drinking fountains 
provides a very 
welcome service.



AQUALINE-S 
Self-closing bib tap

AQUA205

F3S
Self-closing pillar tap 

F3SV1001

F3S-Mix 
Self-closing pillar mixer

F3SM1001

F5S-Mix 
Self-closing pillar mixer

F5SM1001

Self-closing taps and mixers

Disinfectant dispenser

Hygiene unit for in-wall instal-
lation for F5L-Mix single-lever 

pillar mixer
ACLM1005

Electronic taps and mixers

Selection of products from the comprehensive Franke range – additional products and versions can be found on our website at www.franke.com – Water Systems.

F5L-Mix
Single-lever pillar mixer

F5LM1001
Optional hygiene unit 
ACLM1001/1005

F5L-Mix
Single-lever pillar mixer, 

barrier-free
F5LM1010

F3E
 Electronic bib tap with 

battery operation
F3EV1004

F3E-Mix
Electronic pillar mixer 
with battery operation

F3EM1001

Washroom product overview

F3E 
Electronic pillar tap  

with battery operation 
F3EV1001

RODAN electronic disinfectant 
dispenser
RODX627H

EXOS. Electronic disinfectant 
dispenser
EXOS627X

Premium mounting stand for electronic 
disinfectant or soap dispensers
GLX2020

STRATOS electronic disinfect-
ant dispenser
STRX627

ANIMA 
Wall-mounted drinking fountain

ANMX304

ANIMA free-standing 
stand drinking fountain

ANMX302

Drinking fountain

Single-lever mixer
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Washroom product overview
Individual washbasins made of MIRANIT

ETON bowl

OSLO bowl

ROME bowl

QUADRO row washbasin
ANMW431

QUADRO single washbasin
ANMW416

RONDA double washbasin
ANMW221

VARIUSCARE single washbasin 
with coloured stripe, barrier-free

ANMW502

EXOS. Single washbasin, 
barrier-free

ANMW0002

WASHINO Step 
Wash and play trough for children

SANW211

Barrier-free single washbasins

Baby changing tables

CAMBRINO vertical baby changing table
CAMB20VP

Selection of products from the comprehensive Franke range – additional products and versions can be found on our website at www.franke.com – Water Systems.

CAMBRINO horizontal baby changing table,
front panel made of stainless steel

CAMB11HS

Child-friendly sanitary fittings
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Soap dispenser for wall mounting

Soap dispenser for table 
top installation

Selection of products from the comprehensive Franke range – additional products and versions can be found on our website at www.franke.com – Water Systems.

Waste bins

RODAN
paper towel dispenser

RODX600

Washroom product overview

STRATOS 
Soap dispenser

STRX618

RODAN soap dispenser
for recessed mounting

RODX619E

RODAN electronic  
soap dispenser

RODX625

EXOS. 
Soap dispenser 

EXOS625X

Table-top soap 
dispenser

SD80

Electronic soap 
dispenser

SD99-009

Paper towel dispenser

Hand dryer

EXOS.  
Hand dryer
EXOS220X

STRATOS 
Hand dryer
STRX220

STRATOS 
Electronic paper towel dispenser

STRX630

EXOS. 
Paper towel dispenser

EXOS600X

RODAN towel/waste 
bin combination

RODX602E

RODAN
paper towel dispenser

RODX600TT

RODAN waste bin
RODX607

STRATOS waste bin
STRX605

EXOS. Waste bins
EXOS605X

Waste bin +  
waste disposal chute

CHRX607 + E-BS602E

Hands-in  
hand dryer

DRYX500N

STRATOS with front
EXOS.
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Shower panels made of MIRANIT and stainless steel

Selection of products from the comprehensive Franke range – additional products and versions can be found on our website at www.franke.com – Water Systems.

Shower room product overview

F5E-Therm 
MIRANIT shower 

panel
F5ET2025

F5S-Therm 
Stainless steel 
shower panel
F5ST2021

F5S-Therm 
MIRANIT shower panel

F5ST2026 with 
SHAS0011 shower head

F5E-Therm 
Stainless steel shower panel
F5ET2020 with shower head

SHAC0011

Accessories for F5 sho-
wer panels

Shower gel dish for F5 
shower panels made of 

stainless steel
ACXX2021

Electronic and self-closing mixer for wall mounting

Housing extensions for F5 
shower panels made of 
MIRANIT/stainless steel
ACXX2016/ACXX2011

Single-lever mixer for wall mounting for hand shower and shower bracket

F5E-Therm electronic ther-
mostat wall-mounted mixer

F5ET2005

F5S-Therm self-closing ther-
mostat wall-mounted mixer

F5ST2009

Bent outlet
ACXX2005

Converter for hand 
shower

ACXX2004

AQUAJET-Slimline 
shower head for sur-
face pipe mounting

AQUA757

F5L-Mix single-lever wall-
mounted mixer with hand 

shower connection
F5LM2003

F5L-Mix single-lever wall-mounted 
mixer with hygiene unit and hand 

shower connection
F5LM2012

Hand shower
ACXX2007

Shower bracket 
ACXX2008
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F5 hair dryer F5DR2001  
with height adjustment ACDR001 

(white drying recess/end caps, also 
available in four additional colours)

Shower room product overview

Paid supply of water

AQUAPAY coin-operated controller 
for row shower systems

AQUA803

AQUAPAY coin-operated controller 
for single shower unit

AQUA801

STRATOS 
Double clothes hook

STRX694

STRATOS 
Clothes hook

STRX692

Clothes hook

R5 Franke system box with sliding 
adhesive flange as mounting material 

for in-wall mixers
F5BX2001

Selection of products from the comprehensive Franke range – additional products and versions can be found on our website at www.franke.com – Water Systems.

Electronic and self-closing mixer for in-wall installation

F5E-Therm electronic  
thermostat in-wall mixer

F5ET2011

Shower heads for wall connection

AQUAJET-Slimline
AQUA751

MÜNCHEN
SHMU0012

AQUAJET Comfort
SHAC0013

Hair dryer

CAMPUS shower tray
CMPX401/404

Shower tray

Corner basket
MISX2009HP

Basket
MISX0009HP

F5S-Therm self-closing  
thermostatic in-wall mixer

F5ST2006

Mounting material for in-wall installation

Baskets
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Toilet bowl made of stainless steel

Toilet roll holder, hygiene bag dispenser, toilet brush set

Selection of products from the comprehensive Franke range – additional products and versions can be found on our website at www.franke.com – Water Systems.

Flushing (WC/urinal) product overview

Urinal bowl made of stainless steel, urinal flush valve, urinal partition made of stainless steel

CAMPUS wall-mounted 
WC bowl

CMPX592

AQUATIMER - A3000 open 
electronic WC controller

AT3O0051

WC controllers and flushing plates for cisterns

Flushing plate with dual-
flushing

AQUA555

EXOS. - A3000 open  
electronic WC controller

EXOS0027

RODAN toilet 
brush set

RODX687

EXOS. toilet brush 
holder

EXOS687X

Toilet brush holder
BS686

RODAN hygiene bag 
dispenser
RODX191

EXOS. Large toilet 
roll holder

EXOS670X

Jumbo toilet roll 
holder

CHRX670

Squat toilet made of stainless steel, 
toilet flushing valve

Squat pan
CMPX504

AQUALINE WC flushing valve  
for wall mounting

AQRM551

CAMPUS wall-mounted urinal 
CMPX538 Variant for wall-

mounted urinal flush CMPX538E

PROTRONIC urinal electronics
for wall mounting

AQRE430

FLUSH-S Urinal electronics 
for in-wall installation

PRTR0013 + AQLN0006

CAMPUS 
urinal partition

CMPX560

CONTINA 
Angled grab rail

CNTX21W

CONTINA wall-mounted foldable 
grab rail with toilet roll holder

CNTX73A

Grab rail, foldable grab rail

AQUALINE urinal 
flush valve 
AQRM460
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F5E-Therm
Electronic thermostat wall-

mounted mixer
F5ET1002

F5E-Therm
Electronic thermostat 

in-wall mixer
F5ET1011 + F5BX1001

Cleaning product overview

F5L-Mix
Single-lever wall-mounted 

mixer
F5LM1005

MAXIMA commercial sink made of stainless steel
with two washbasins, drain board and 

storage board, 2600 x 700 mm
MAXL227-260

Commercial sink, single-lever mixer, electronic mixer

AQUALINE WC flushing 
valve for wall mounting 

AQRM551

Self-closing mixer, electronic valves

F3S-Mix
Self-closing wall-mounted mixer

F3SM1003

PLANOX washtrough
PL12T

F3E
Electronic bib tap

F3EV1004

Stainless steel cleaning basins

PLANOX washtrough
PL12

Shelf
BXSV12

SIRIUS washing trough
BS315N

Shelf, cleaners' sinks, flushing valve

Disposal sink 
made of MIRANIT

SIRW511

Disposal sink 
made of stainless steel

SIRX370

F3E 
Electronic pillar tap

F3EV1005

Selection of products from the comprehensive Franke range – additional products and versions can be found on our website at www.franke.com – Water Systems.
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Franke Water Systems

ws-info.int@franke.com
www.franke.com


